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Nikolaus Gansterer usually makes his own drawings, but in Traces of Spaces he 
delegates the labor of drafting to the other. That is: not to an other, but to the 
other, the ulterior—the draftsmen here are the wind, water, plant life, and 
passersby of all sorts.  An exhibition at the Vooruit Arts Centre brings the 
disparate elements of his project together: installations show things at work; an 
archive displays the artist’s harvest.

Gansterer and I meet over drinks at the Vooruit café. In front of us sits a 
pedestal, about the size of a coffee table. Three balloons hover above it. 
Attached to each balloon is a pen, which moves across the surface of a sheet of 
paper guided by the balloons. On the paper, dots record where the pen halted, 
lines where it moved between resting points. Outside, plastic boxes bob in the 
water of the Leie river, which flows behind the Vooruit. In each box too is a pen, 
which moves in sync with the lapping waves of the water and leaves its marks 
on a piece of paper attached to the ceiling of the box. In one of the turrets of the 
Vooruit, a pen dangles on a wire that branches off into four directions. Each wire 
runs out of one of the windows to a balloon drifting in the wind. From inside the 
Vooruit’s turret you can see the Ghent Belfry, where Gansterer attached a small 
plastic box containing pen and paper to one of the big bells. Every quarter of an 
hour the box registers the movements in the tower. And not too far from there, in 
the botanical garden, a pen traces the growth of a bamboo shoot.

Every day Gansterer treks to the installations to harvest their yield. Those 
drawings are then added to an archive nestled in the attic of the Vooruit. There 
they are lain horizontally inside tables topped with sheets of glass that open 
easily, so that the artist can add more on a regular basis. Returning visitors, then, 
can track the archive’s growth. But what is augured in these movements? What 
meanings circumscribed on these sheets? 

Traces. Foremost, these drawings show us traces. And each trace always carries 
a meaning. It is about what we are looking for but reluctantly leave behind. Or 
what we leave behind but are loath to find. What we organize yet still try to 
avoid. Traces incite fascination as much as irritation.

We clean because we don’t like trash. We wash our hands because we value 
hygiene. We’re mindful of the environment because we worry about melting 
polar caps. We select private browsing for things no one else needs to know. 
Doggie poop bags, trash cans, air fresheners, anti-aging crèmes, toilets: all traces 



of our quest for a traceless existence.

We erase our traces, but also organize them. Cars on the road, cyclists in the bike 
lane, pedestrians on the pavement, boats on the water, and streetcars on their 
tracks. We register earthquakes, forecast the weather, and measure air quality. 
We write letters, arrange an inheritance, make art. All of these are traces of 
mediation. Of passage. Traces of spaces shared.

It is these shared spaces to which Traces of Spaces speaks. This work shows us 
traces of an artist. Traces of interventions. Each drawing is marked by presences, 
by modes of being that are at the same time also interventions. Ultimately what 
we see are traces of passersby, of things that have passed: interpretations as 
much as they are interventions and modes of being.

Spaces. Traces of Spaces deals with spaces of latent potential, performative 
spaces. Towers to be looked at. Rivers to be followed. A live-and-let-live garden. 
A café that generates relations and interaction... The work is about spaces in 
which to dwell. An archive—this exhibition—in which all of these spaces 
coalesce; a residency—Timelab—from which they depart.

Every space marks a stand: a moment of standing still, of reflection, of planning, 
of plotting course, and of letting go. Because even though you can stake a space 
with an intervention, a mode of being, a presence, an interpretation, time and 
again that space needs to be given over again... to space. You have to let go of it 
and return to it the possibility of its own interventions, modes of being, and 
interpretations—to let a space live.

Drawing. Gansterer allows the space to draw. Yet, the artist is an experienced 
draftsman. He calls drawing a “medium of high immediacy.” What does that 
mean? That it takes little or no tools or media? Why then these elaborate 
installations? That it manifests itself fast or immediately? Then why is it these 
drawings take twelve hours or more to complete? Is drawing perhaps self-
effacing, effecting a near-disappearance of the medium in its making? I think 
not.

Each of these installations, on the contrary, renders the medium highly visible. 
Perhaps it is more apt to speak of hypermediacy, of ultra-mediation. The box 
floating on the water in which a pen registers its movements on a sheet of paper; 
the wires fanning out in four directions but meeting in a pen; the pen attached to 
a shoot of bamboo; the pens linked to balloons that register the slight quivers of 
air provoked by passersby: all of these are highly visible media that take over 
the role of the artist. That too is a way of letting go. These installations signal 
humbleness and allow the artist to move away from the instrument(al).

The artist creates (intervention) a relationship (mode of being) and in return 



begets a drawing (an interpretation). And it is exactly here that the performative 
aspect of these drawings, of the installation, and of the archive can be located: 
object becomes action.

Elements. Gansterer is a collector of traces, a harvester of drawings. He 
combines the methodology of the archivist with that of a gardener: collecting, 
pruning, and maintaining, but also forecasting and taking advantage of the 
unpredictability of the elements. He seeks them out: the air currents around the 
turrets of the Vooruit and the Ghent Belfry, the water of the Leie river, 
microorganisms in the soil. These are some of his basic tools: pen and paper, of 
course, but equally likely a piano wire, a string of hair, a feather, a thin layer of 
chalk, a balloon or a plastic bag, some earth or a bit of sugar.

High-tech this is decidedly not. No viewfinders, lenses, clichés or reference 
images. We’re dealing with the artist as medium, as machine, as routine. This is 
about extra-human drawings. That doesn’t necessarily mean objective, nor does 
it mean mechanical. Perhaps organic is an appropriate term. And subjective, but 
paradoxically seen from the perspective of the object.

Measuring. Gansterer not only inhabits the roles of gardener and archivist, he is 
also an accountant, an economist concerned with the housekeeping of things. 
His work consists of registering dynamics and taking measure. It is a form of 
mapping, a cartography of movement.

Cartography surfaces in Gansterer’s ongoing project Drawing a Hypothesis in 
the form of diagrams, drawings that often feature the results of measurements. 
By copying the diagrams and stripping them of explanatory text, he passes the 
labor of interpretation from the scientist to the viewer. It seems like the opposite 
strategy of Traces of Spaces. Where the latter aims to register movement and 
thus capture it, the diagrams intend to bring these drawings back to life by 
interpreting them; each interpretation is a translation that produces a survival. 
But of course that is also the task at hand in Traces of Spaces. The work doesn’t 
end with intervention, nor with presenting a mode of being. It also demands an 
interpretation which—and we’ve noted this already—is always both intervention 
and mode of being.

Gansterer follows in the footsteps of historical scientists. Someone like the 
Bengali natural scientist and biologist Jagadish Chandra Bose, for instance, who 
at the start of the 20th century invented the crescograph, a device for measuring 
the growth of plants. The great difference with Bose’s work and that of other 
scientists who employed seismographs, rotameters, or manometers, is that 
Traces of Spaces isn’t concerned with precision as much as with feeling. This is 
not a scientific endeavor but an esthetic one. The analog is of crucial importance 



here, as is scale. Because size does matter: more intimate formats are more 
effective. They make for higher concentrations.

Apparatus. All these measurements result from the deployment of an apparatus, 
and the artist designs a new one for each situation. The Italian philosopher 
Giorgio Agamben recently published a small booklet bearing the grand title Che 
cos’è un dispositivo? (or What Is an Apparatus?). An apparatus, so we learn, 
comprises everything that can record, direct, define, shape, control, and secure 
the actions, opinions, discourses, and behaviors of living beings.

The apparatus is a device, a compelling possibility. It is a means, a median, a 
mediator. It is that which turns being into becoming: a process, a differentiating, 
a becoming-other. More than an instrument, it is in and of itself a force, a 
generator, a mediator, a medium. It produces users. The fundamentally 
generative, creative power of the apparatus, its capacity for transformation, is 
what makes us part of those apparatuses, what compels us to act through them. 
The apparatus (dispositivo) dis-positions: it places and displaces the viewer into 
the work. 

However, where in Agamben’s text the apparatus appears as a disciplinary 
device that controls and subjectivizes—think of a prison, a language, a cell 
phone—Gansterer’s oeuvre suggests the opposite. The ways in which the artist 
renounces control of his pens and constructions effect a liberation, not a 
disciplining. It is a way of letting go, not of control. It objectivizes rather than 
subjectivizes. The result is a displacement, a dispositioning in the purest sense of 
the word. It is an attempt to inhabit the other, or otherness. His work produces a 
constant becoming: becoming plant, wind, water, bell, microorganism. It is an 
accumulation of processes in which each interpretation is always already a mode 
of being, and each mode of being an intervention.


